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Apodaca To Lobby For Stadium. Expansion
By Ben Neary

Jerry Apodaca, University of
New Mexico Board of Regents president, says he will lobby the state
Legislature as an individual for
money to expand the UNM Football
Stadium, even though the expansion

is low on the regents' list of priorities.
Apodaca spoke in support of expanding the stadium at a UNMathletic department press conference
Tuesday. John Bridgers, UNM
athletic director, called the conference to announce the department's

two-phase stadium expansion plan.
(See story page 10.)

Bridgers said the first phase ofthe
plan calls for raising $2,000,000
from private donations before the
January legislative session. The
money wjll a~l()w the field to l;Je resurfaced and pay for 4,000 new
seats.
Bridgers said he hopes the private
donations will convince the state
Legislature to appropriate
$5,000,000 for the second phase of
the stadium expansion. The second
phase includes new training rooms
and over 10,000 new seats.
"There's a time for everything,''
Bridgers said. "There's a time to
live, there's a time to Jove, there's a
time to die and there's a time to do
something about UNM Stadium.
This is the time."
Apodaca agreed. "I think the
right time is frankly when it needs to
be done," he said. ''One thing I

agree with wholeheartedly is that if
we're ever going to put the entire
athletic progr,am at a prime level
here at the University of New Mexico, I think now is the time to start
it."
At their Sept, 3 meeting, the regents approved a list titled, "UNM
Proposed Capital Outlay Projects."
Under the heading, ''Projects Recommended In Priority Order, 1986
Legislature," there are seven items
listed above the football stadium.
In order of the regents' priority,
the projects ahead of the stadium
expansion are: $3,000,000 for Engineering Science Center
Equipment; $8,000,000 for a Communications Instruction Center;
$6,375,000 for Materials Technology; $5,200,000 for a South
Campus Technology Building;
$3,635,000 for a Press/Printing/Post
Office Building; $5,925,000 for a
North Campus Multi-Purpose Buil-

ding; and $1 ,287,000 for Ultilities.
UNM is asking the Legislature to
pay for all the projects except the
Engineering Equipment and
$2,080,000 of the money for the
South Campus Building.
After the press conference, Apodaca was asked if he intended - as
president of the regents - to lobby
the Legislature to appropriate the
money for the second phase of the
stadium expansion.
"I will, as Jerry Apodaca, lobby
the Legislature, yes," Apodaca
said. "Whether I can separate the
two roles, of course is in the eyes of
the beholder. I will never deceive
any legislator by saying that Pm
here representing either the Board of
Regents or the University of New
Mexico. I certainly will do everything I can to convince them that this
is a project that this University
needs."

continued on page 6

Legislative Committee Endorses Shift
Of Remedial Courses From University
By Juliette Torrez

SANTA FE - Remedial courses
may be phased out at the University
of New Mexico within a five-year
period, if a memorial approved
Tuesday by a legislative commitiee
is also accepted by the state Legist a•
ture.
The memorial - approved by
the Higher f:ducation Re-evaluation
Committee~ requests that boards
of regents and the Board of Educational Finance develop high admissions standards at UNM and New
Mexico State University and that remedial education be phased out over
a five-year period in four-year in·
_stitutions, with the courses being
transfercd to conmlur1ity colleges.
Regents at Eastern New Mexico
University. New Mexico Highlands
University and Western New Mexico would be required to institute
moderate admissions standards.
All boards of regent!> would be
required
with the state De·
A prayer for peace. This woman was one of many who partmenttoofwork
Education in estabattended the ''The Summit: "Prayers for Pear:eu service in the lishing a core curriculum for high
Alumni Memorial Chapel Tuesday. The prayer service was school students who plart to attend
college.
held to express concern. for world peace during the
Dewayne Matthews. Board of
Soviet summit meeting in Geneva.

u.s. .

Educational Finance executive
secretary, told the committee that,
••over time, shifting students to
community colleges will save the
students' money," because it is

cheaper, classes arc smaller and instructors arc able to pay more attention to individual students.

continued on page 3

Students Air Grievances
About Editorial Policies
By David Gomez
The University of New Mexico
Publications Soard heard grievances
Tuesday from two individuals who
questioned the editorial policies and
practices of the campus newspaper.
University students Carl Sappenfield and [{ichard Scroggins took
their case to the board, the publisher
of the New Mexico Dailv Lobo, over
a number of letters published in the
Forum section of the newspaper.
Central to the complaint was the
publication by the DaiN Lobo on
Oct. 25 of a letter written by American Studies Teaching Assistant
Steve Fox.
Sappenfield and Scroggins said
they were not allowed lo submit a

response to the letter. The letter
libeled the College Republicans,
said Sappenfield, the group's presi•
dent.
"The Jetter was clearly an attack
on ourgroup," he said. ''I guess Jo
(Schilling, editor of the Dctify Lobo)
decided to ignore Section Vl of the
Canons of Journalism."
Section Vt of the Canons of Journalism, as adopted by the UNM Pub
board reads in part, •'A newspaper
should rtot publish UiiOfficial
charges affecting reputation or moral c::hatacter without opportunity
given to the acc::used to be heard;
tight practice demands the giving of
such opportunity in ail cases of se·

continued on page 7
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GENEVA - President Reagan
and Soviet leader Mikhail Gorbachev, agrcci ng they ''must
achieve decisions together," met
face-to-face for the first time Tuesday and plunged into a series of
"businesslike" discussions behind
the curtain of a news blackout.
Anns control issues were on the
agenda for the first day of the summit. but there was no public word on
developments. The day ended with
Reagan and Gorbachev sitt.ing down
for an unscheduled 50-minute fireside chat.
"l think we will have a good relationship," Swiss television quoted
Gorbachcv as saying of 'Reagan. It
was one of the few breaks of the
blackout, whkh the White House
said underscored the "seriousness"
of negotiations between the superpower leaders.
While posing for pictures at the
beginning of a private dinner given
by the Gorbachevs at the Soviet mission, the Soviet leader was asked
why he had spent so much time alone
with Reagan.
"We think it's useful to have
face-to-face contact," he replied,
When Reagan was asked if the
pair had made progress during the
day, he said with a grin, "We're.
smiling."
·

~smiling'

Because both sides. agreed at the
outset not to talk publicly about the
deliberations until after they end, the
content of the two leaders' discussions was not revealed, But spokesmen for both sides agreed the talks
took place in a "good atmosphere"
and were "businesslike."
The summit is scheduled to end
Wednesday, with the possibility of a
"public reporting session" on
Thursday morning, according to
White House spokesman Larry
Speakes. The time could be taken up
by the signing of any joint agreements, or the leaders could simply
use the opportunity to end the blackout with their views of the first superpower summit in six years.
On Tuesday, the leaders were
scheduled to hold a IS-minute getacquainted c.hat in the morning before joining six advisers from each
side to begin the formal talks devoted to a two-hour review of U.S.Soviet relations. Then they were to
break for lunch and return for two
more hours of discussions with
advisers on nuclear arms control.
The first tete-a-tete, however,
stretched into an hour-long meeting
in a small room of the lakeside villa
adjacent to the formal meeting
room. Speakes said the U.S. and
Soviet advisers were left "cooling

r-----------------------------------------------~
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$999.00
Sl!ggested retail price for
PC/Monitor Package: $1939.00

Save $800.00 when you buy a Zenith Z-148 PC at
our Special Student Price .•. and we'll throw in a
Zenith 12" Monitor-a $140 value-ABSOLUTELY

FREE!

The IBM PC''-compatible Z·l48 PC offers 256K of
RAl\I-upgl'adable to 640K without additional expansion
cards. 740K of floppy disk storage. The ability to sup·
port most peripherals right out of the box. And the MS· DOS
nperating system-the one most used in the busincs_.s
world today. So now you can run virtually all IBM PC soft·
ware-and do it up to 60".; faster than the IBM PC/XT
at a fraction of its cost!

For the name and address of your Zenith Campus
Contact(s), calll-800-842·9000, Ext.12
Ask your Campus Contact about the Special Student
Pricing on our complete line ofZpnith PC's, Mono•
chrome and Color Monitors!
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At Progress
(heir heels" and chatting with their
counterparts while they waited for
the one-on-one talk to end.
And in what Speakes. called a
''clearly unexpected development," Reagan, who played host for
the first day, ended the afternoon
session by inviting Gorbachev to
join him for a walk through the garden down to the shore of Lake
Geneva.
He said the two men put on their
coats to ward off the near-freezing
temperatures and took a five-minute
stroll leading to a pool house, which
they entered and sat down by a fire
·
burning in the fireplace.
Speakes said the session had not
been planned in advance, but when
asked how it happened there was a
fire burning in the pool house, he
quipped, "l would judge it was
probably one of those pool houses
that has a 24-hour-a.day fire.
"The president, I think, felt at a
certain point in the meeting that it
was a desirable time for the two to
continue their talks alone,'' the
spokesman said.
In describing the meetings,
Speakes said, "The tone was good,
the exchanges were good, the opportunity for both to talk with each other
concerning these major issues was
carried on in an atmosphere which
the general secretary has described
as 'businesslike.' which we agree is
an appropriate description."
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SANTA FE (AP) -- A legislative committee created to study the
state's higher education system
completed its work Tuesday after
adopting proposed legislation to
make swel!ping changes in the funding and management of New Mexico's colleges and universities.
At its final meeting the Legisla·
tive Higher Education Re.
evaluation Committee endorsed
bills to change the name and functions of the state Board of Educational Finance.
. The committee adopted a bill to
change the role of the Board ofEducational Finance and transfer some
of its responsibilities to the boards of
regents of the universities or to the
Legislature. The propo.sal is a companion to another appr~ved bill
which would change the name of the
BEF to the state Commission on

Higher Education.
Both bills would eliminate the
BEF's authority to approve operat.
ing budgets for the public universities and colleges, If the legislation is
approved at the I 986 session, the
BEF (Commission on Higher
Education) would review the
budgets but final approval would be
the responsibility of the boards of
regents for the individual institutions.
The bill creating the Commission
on Higher .Education would assign a
new responsibility - that of conducting annual audits of the higher
education institutions. The special
audits would be of enrollments, fund
bahmccs, compliance with legislation and comparison of expenditures
to budgets.
The other bill would make it the
responsibility of the individual

Committee-----contiued from page 1

Hurricane Kate
Forces Cubans
To Evacuate
KEY WEST, Fla. -Late-season
Hurricane Kate pounded Cuba with
100 mph winds Tuesday, forcing the
evacuations of more than I 00,000
people, and spawned squalls that
knocked down power lines in this
island country where residents huddled in shuttered homes and busy
bars:The stonm hit the capital city of
Havana about 1:30 p.m. EST, two
hours earlier than expected.
About 138,000 people were
evacuated throughout the island,
Cuba's o~icial news agency re,
ported.
Kate also whipped Key West with
105 mph gusts and later moved into
the Gulf of Mexico where the open
water's effect on the hurricane was
unpredictable, National Hurricane
Center forecasters said.
At 6 p.m. EST, the hurricane was
centered near latitude 23.6 north.
longitude 82.9 west, just north of
Havana and about 85 miles southwest of Key West. It was expected to
tum gradually northwest. forecasters said.
A state of emergency declared
Monday for Florida's six southernmost counties was called off by
Gov. Bob Graham. Gale warnings
also ended Monday evening for the
Miami and Fort Lauderdale areas.

Higher Education Committee Adopts
Reforms in Funding and Management
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Marty Esquivel, president of the
Associated Students of UNM, said
Tuesday that he was disappointed
that HERC did not "take a careful
and comprehensive look" at remedial education before they made rccommendations about phasing it out
of the tour-year institutions.
•'One of my concerns about transferring remedial education courses
is that I am afraid some of our universitics would start phasing outremedial courses before we had a twoyear institution to transfer it to,"
Esquivel said. "I wouldn't be surprised to sec something like that
actually happen."
Esquivel and Wayne Propst, BEF
student-voting member and ENMU
student body president, met with •
Gov. Toney Anaya after the HERC
meeting. "He (Anaya) felt that before we start dealing with remedial
education at the university lllvel, we
should first address the problem in
the high schools," Esquivel said.
"He seemed very open-minded to
the needs of remedial education."
"I don't think we need high
admissions standards," said Esqui vel. • 'We need to send a message
to high schools that students must
take a core curriculum of certain
classes to gefinto the university. I
think that is the only admission standard our universities need because
we arc public institutions."
Regent members at the individual
two-year and four-year institutions
may also have the authority to set
tuition rates and grant scholarships
through tuition or fees waivers, if
the bill adopted by the HERC is
approved by the Legislature.
Esquivel said he "gcllerally
liked" the idea of individual boards
of regents setting tuition rates. "I'd
rather deal with five regents than
JOOorsoegomaniacsinthel.egislalure," he said, "because it narrows
the scope of people who you have to
deal with."

HERC also approved a memorial
that calls for the BEF to change the
funding formula from financially
penalizing universities that experience enrollment losses as a result of
eliminating duplicate or "unproductive" programs. The universities
would be held harmless for four
years for each program eliminated,
while the money would be kept by
the university to channel into other
programs.
''Talk about changing the funding
formula has been vague and ambiguo us," Esquivel said. "They talk
of getting rid of unproductive programs but I've yet to hear what an
unproductive program actually is."
HERC also endorsed a bill that
would require the BEF to develop a
new funding formula that includes
reducing the effect of enrollment on
funding; providing a base level of
funding for the four-year institutions; funding for libraries, equipment acquisition and maintenance;
and sharing resources between institutions, such as faculty and equipmcnt.
The bill does not provide funding
for student credit hours generated by
students who do not meet the institution's established admissions standards; for programs that arc found
duplicative by the BEF; or for remedial education at UNM, NMSU and
New Mexico Institute of Mining and
Technology.
Esquivel said students can expect
an increase in financial aid. "Hopefully we can work on the BEF study
of unmet financial aid (aid not
granted to students),'' he said. "He
(Anaya) agreed we need a big increase in that if we are talking about
tuition going up.
'• Anaya commended us on. our
"five by five" plan (to raise tuition
incrementally at a rate of 5 percent
during a five-year period,),'' Esquivel said. "He agreed With our
statement that We need a stable increase over a set period of time,"

boards of regents to approve
budgets, increases in fees, new
graduate programs and capital outJay projects.
A third bill endorsed by .the committee would require the 8Ef to de·
velop a new funding formula for
higher education. Th.e bill specifies
several factors to be incorporated
into·the new formula. For.example,
the formula could not include any
money for remedial education programs at the University of New Mexico, New Mexico State University
and New Mexico Tech after July I ,
1991.
The provision is in line with a
memorial that requests the boards of
regents and the BEF to develop
admissions standards and over a
five-year period to phase out remedial courses at the four-year universities. The memr.:~~l also asks the
regents to work with the state Department of Education to develop a
core curriculum for high school stu·
dents wishing to attend the state's
public universities.
Another bill approved by the
committee would have the effect of
increasing localfinancial support for
the two-year community colleges
and br;mch colleges, It would require a minimum three-mill property
tax levy to be imposed to provide
local support for operations of -all
community colleges and branch colleges.
The bill provides t))at if voters in a
two-year college district reject the
three-mill levy, the local board
would have 25 months in whiCh to
resubmit the question or to close
down the college.
Other legislation approved Tuesday by the committee included:
• A bill appropriating $1.1 million to establish endowed merit
scholarship funds at UNM, NMSU
and New Mexico Tech. UNM and
NMSU would receive $500,000
each and Tech would receive
$100,000. The state money would
have to be matched with non-state
funds. The scholarship fund would
be invested and earnings from the
investment would be used to provide
scholarships to high achievement
high school graduates.
.
• . A bill providing for the Suprcme Court to preside over removal
proceedings for members of the
Boatd of Educational Finance.
Under existing law the governor,
who appoints BEF members, can remove them.
• A proposed constitutional
amendment to give the Legislature
the authority to provide for legislative representation in the BEF membership.
• A bill giving the governing
boards of the universities and col·
leges the authority to set tuition rates
and to grant scholarships by waiver
of tuition or fees.
• A memorial asking that institutions losing enrollment because
of elimination of duplicative programs not suffer financially •

Chicano Medieal
Student
of Association
New Mexico
CJIIISA's ('>lew Lecture/Speaker Series Presenh!:
A promover Ia salud, Ia educaclon, y Ia blenestar de 11'1 gente de Nuevo
Mexico

Dr. Max Bennet, Ph.D.
Associate Professor of Family, Community and Emergency Medicine

Topic: Medical Economics in New Mexico;
a r11port on the Governor's commission on HE!alth Care Costs and Access

· Room 201 Lecture Hall BMSB on North campus
Noon on Wednesday tile 2oth of Nov.
the Chicano Medical Studaot Assoc. and tha National Chicano .Hoaltt1

The
ASUNM Crafts Studio
Invites You to
Join Us
In Our

1985 Christmas
Crafts Fair
November 21-22-23.
Thurs., Fri .. Sat.

UNM SUB BALLROOM
9:00am-6:00pm
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Coach Is Not The Problem
Editor:
I read in the Albuquerque Joumii/that Coach Joe Lee Dunn's bags
are packed and Athletic Director John Bridgers has practically given
the man his walking papers. I urge Bridgers to reconsider, for several
reasons.
First of all, Joe Lee Dunn seems to be a man with some class. He has
run a clean football program.lf nothing else, his accent is fun to listen
to when he raps about the game on television.
Second, the man has two years left on his contract. If we let him go
now, we still have to pay him for those two years, plus various other
expenses involved in breaking a contract. Apparently, the total figure
could approach $180,000. Just what the deficit~rldden athletic department needs.
Lastly, and most important of all, 1believe that in Coach Dunn we
have the makings of a winner. He's never been a head coach before,
and we knew that when we hired him. I suppose everyone expected
him to come in and pick up where Joe Morrison left off and catapult
the Lobos to a series of 10·1 seasons. If we wanted someone to equal
Morrison's performance, however, we should have paid Morrison to
stay.
There is no coach out there looking for a job rightnowwho coUld do
any better than Coach Dunn. And no doubt a new coach would require
about three more years to get his own ideas implemented. Coach
Dunn, with one of the best offenses in the nation and a corral of
returning players, has gotten the head start he needs.
Firing Coach Dunn would merely divert attention away from the
real problems of the athletic department. I would hate to see the man
used as a scapegoat.
I hope that .John Bridgers, President Farer, and the Regents will
have the courage to keep Joe Lee Dunn. I fear, however, that he is to
be sacrificed to the whims of "fans'' and alumni who want a quick and
clean "solution" to the problems facing UNM football.
David R. Morris
Journalism

Scientists Explore Beam Technology

r

By Robert Fine
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Huddle UpPut UNM On Football Map
Athletics- my, but we do have our p1oblerns.
The question is whether building an addition to the football.st~
dium is necessary. Wi.ll it help UNM attract better players? Will 1t
increase attendance at the games? Is football the best sport to use for
generating .good public relations and interest in UNM?
I confess I don't know the answers to these questions. But, I don't
think Albuquerque is a football town. Traditionally we've gone for
basketbalL
President Farer says a high-profile, successful footb<1ll program
would encourage alumni e1nd fans to contribute financially to the
university, thereby benefitting the institution at large.
Board of Regents President Jerry Apodaca and Athletic Director
John Bridgers believe private funding can at least make a start on
improvements to. the football stadium. Bridgers is looking for 80
people who will each contribute $5,000 a year for five years.
But, is it worth the .cost to add 15,000 more empty seats?
Should we continue to promote football? Skepticism about the
success of this plan abounds.
But, we do need additional funding for the whole university.
So, O.K., gentlemen, go ahead and try. Sell those new seats. Give
contributors freebies. Put UNM on the college football map. Convert
pit-dwellers into football freaks and, for Pete's sake, produce a winning team.
But, don't forget the primary purpose of a university is to educate
students. And don't start believing that if we build a bigger stadium
and have state-of-the-art weight rooms and such, our awesome reputation will preclude needing great research facilities.- J.S.

Nuclear Research
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Doonesbury

BY GARRY TRUDEAU
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Apodaca: A Man For The Students
Let's hear it for Jerry Apodaca,
· il Reggente di tutti Heggenti!
Finally the UNM Board of Regents has a leader who is not
afraid to lead and to exercise fully the god-given powers of La
Tavola Nostra. Finally a man of
steel and icy determination who
can and will take on and smash
the international conspiracy of
liberal hypocritical wimp administrators and faculty who seek
to stifle the spirit of student innovation at the University,
II Reggente's bold action on
behalf of the clever law student
oppressed by Marxist cadres
within the Law Schoof comes as
no surprise to those who knew
him as governor of New Mexico.
Who can forget II Reggente's
courage when in the mid-1970s
he learned that homosexual ele·
ments had forced a lesbian
Homecoming Queen on the University? He bravely ignored a
long- and now corruptedtradition and refused to escort
this travesty of a Queen, thus delivering a blow to the faggot conspiracy that threatened the very
manhood of the University.
And now II Reggente carries
on the struggle, fighting for the
rights of students, especially
those harrassed by mindless nit·
picking functionaries threatened
by innovative intelligence. As II
Reggente would be quick to
point out, by the very act of lying
to get around a petty and
meaningless bureaucratic rule,
that law student demonstrated
himself to have excellent pros-

pects as an attorney. The affair
also, incidentally, reveals II Reg.
gente's loyalty to his friends.
In order to show our support
for Lii Tavola Nostril and their
fight for student justice we
would like to suggest the formation of an association of students
who have been helped by II Reggente. This new cadre could be
called "Jerry's Kids," and a per·
feet leader would be Marty Esquivel, one of the few students
enlightened and daring enough
to champion II Reggente's farsighted poltcies. Jerry's Kids

"VIEW FROM
THE BOTTOM"
by

Rick Berthold.

could carry the promise of II Reg·
gente's help to all those New
Mexico students barred from
their rightful place at UNM because of stupid bureaucratic regulations about lying, cheating,
honor and other such trivia.
Soon classrooms would echo
with their salute to II Reggente:
"Apodacadoo!"
We feel that in view of II Reggente.'s dedication to students
and the University it is a con-

tinued insult that he be allowed
to perform his noble deeds unpaid. Utterly unconcerned about
personal wealth, he does not
possess the substantial economic resources traditionally
associated with La Tavo/a Nos·
tra, and what .little he has goes
into gifts to his many friends and
into defending himself against
constant attack by a corrupt legal
system. We would in fact also
suggest a bodyguard, but we
suspect that II Reggente has his
own ways of dealing with people
who make trouble for La Tavo/a
Nostra.
Finally, many of you more
sensible colleagues of mine are
probably asking yourselves:
"But what can we on the faculty
do to show our solidarity with II
Reggente and his historic mission?" Well, there are many
ways; you might, for example,
ask him to recommend what
books you should use in your
classes.
But allow us to suggest a grander gesture. As everyone knows,
II Reggente, a true man of the
people, devoted his college
years to the theory and practice
of Physical Education and had little time for dry, irrelevant
academic subjects like English or
Physics. We strongly suspect,
however, that II Reggente, who
has his little weaknesses, would
be tickled pink to be made Doctor
Apodaca. So let us all urge the
University to grant him a doctorate dishonoris causa. He deserves it.

Despite the hc~t nuclear technology sometimes gets from the press
and anti-nuclear forces, there are
scientists who believe it can solve
some of society's basic needs.
Professor Stanley Humphries of
the University of New Mexico's
nuclear and chemical engineering
department said using accelerator
and beam technology is one avenue
he and other researhers are exploring.
The goal of the .$450,000 research
project is to develop a high-current
betatron, which is a machine used
for accelerating electrons to produce
beams, said Humphries.

He said the betatron, which will
be ready for experimentation in the
spring, has little chance of being
economically feasible.

"Betatrons can be turned off,
which would mean the food would
receive only the necessary amount
of electrons," Humphries said.
"Also, the electron beam can cover
a larger area lhan radioisotopes,
which would make the process of
food preservation quicker."

"It's difficult to lake a high-tech
idea and make it work economically," Humphries said. "The betatron
has a l 0 percent chance of being
economically feasible for industrial
uses, but it has a 50 percent chance
of reaching our goals as researchers.,.•

"To develop the high-current betatron, electrons must be contained
inside the machine," he said. "The
problem is that electrons are negatively charged and have a tendency
to repel each. other when increasing
the power of the betatron, If you
have too many electrons repelling
each other while accelerating, the
beam will blow apart."
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Walking through the rooms, you can almost see the
thousands of students who labored over their studies
throughout the years. Haji ljadi, left, and Robin O'Neal,
honor a 50-year tradition of studying in the halls of the
original Zimmerman Library Tuesday.
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BIG SCREEN VIDEO· NUCLEAR
DOCUMENTARY OF' THE
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Pro Life Forum
Catholics United for life, Project Ufe of the Brothers of the Good Shepherd,
Birthright and N.M. Right to Life Assoc .
Panelist from these organizations; Philip Leahy, Don Schauerte, Patty O'Rourke,
Doneen Dolce and Debbie Muskarella will discuss the various meahs of protectihg
the lives of helpless unborn from abortioh murder. Sidewalk Counselling wil.l
especially be considered with the purpose of saving the lives of those being
murdered in our owh midst at the Girard Abortuary
Thursday, NOV. 21st. at 7:00pm
in room 231A·C of the S.U.B.
Sponsored by
TraditiOfl in Action
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SHRINK TO FIT
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At The Next
General Meeting

Antonio Mandragon, Director of
UNM Chicano student services

One industrial application betat·
rons could have is food irradiation.
The process preserves food by
means of exposing it in bulk to gamma rays or electrons. These electrons produce short-lived chemicals
inside the food.
"The chemicals quickly decay after the process and aren't present
when the food is eaten," Humphries
said. "Broiling is an example of
food irradiation. There is a distinction between irradiating food and
making it radioactive."

_.~~Dans: Lobo

Bell Laboratories

Sign up for CPR training and meet with current
medical students.

"Betatrons arc more efficient
with a high current,'' Humphries
said. "The ones used now operate
on low voltage with few electrons
because cost isn't a primary concern
. when treating disease. Betatrons
would have industrial applications if
we are sucessful in developing one
with high current."

Food irradiation reduces bacteria.
controls insect infestation ;md delays the ripening time in assorted
fruits, vegetables and grains. It can
also extend the shelf-life of ntcat and
chicken.

~ AT&.T
V

on Nov. 20, 1985 at 7pm

He said conventional betatrons
have been commercially produced
for 45 years and are used in .the
medical field for such things as cancer therapy and radiography.

The atolllic makeup of food
changes when it's irradiated. "To
make food radioactive there is a nuclear reaction besides an atomic
one," said Humphries.

Hispanic Engineering Organization
Society of
Hispanic Professional Engineers
.Presents
Career Opportunities with

.
. . . ·
Humphnes sa1d fmdmg new food
preservation processes are important
bec!luse chemically treated food has
been found to have cmwer-causing
pesticides such as ethylene dibromide.

THE

.

Vol. 90

. .
Radtotsotopes - metal bars
which emit gamma rays - arc used
for killing bacteria in food. But this
method of food irradiation is danger·
ous because radioisotopes don'tstop
emitting gamma rays, which could
make the food radioactive. Electron
beams from a betatron could per·
fonn the same task faster and with
reduced risk, he said.

Prov. 21:13 He who shuts his ears to the try of the helpless will
himself cry for help and not be hi':ard.
Prov. 24:11,12 Rescue those being Jed away to death, hold back
those who are being dragged to slaughter, Will you object, "But
look we did not know?" Has HE who Weighs the heart no understanding, HE who scans your soul no Knowledge?
Matt. 25:40 "Amen I say t<' you, as long as you did It fot one of
these, the least ol my lltethren, you did it for me!'
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UNM-Mexico Relief Fund Raises More Than $20,000

The most
exciting few hours

Sy Cynthia Botteron

you'll spend
all week.

The University of New MexicoMexico Relief Fund has raised more
than $20,000 since the drive began
Sept. 23.
The fund-raising effort encompassed several areas of the University as well as the community. ''There
was a real community effort,'' said
Gilbert ,Merkx, director of the Latin
American Institute. "A lot of units
on campus helped in the effort."
UNM President Tom Parer told
UNM's Board of Regents last week
that, "UNM helped because, not
only do we have long standing ties
with the country but ties with the
(Autonomous) university (of Mexico in Mexico City.)"
The AUM hospital was destroyed
by the earthquakes that rocked Mexico City .in September.
Dr. Arthur Kaufman, director of

Run. Climb. Hn/'pd. Nnvigntc.
I.end: And devc op the
confidence nnd skdls YOH won't
get from n textbook. Enroll
in Arnw J{OTC a.s one
of vour'cicctivcs. Get the fncts
totlny. BE ,\LI. YOU Ci\l'i BE.

For more information
call 277-0673 or 831-

8394

WILDERNESS
EXPERIENCE

High Country
Day Pack

$19.00
r.

..1•

Excavation .is in progress for the new Parish Library and graduate management school west
of the Anderson Schools of Management.

continued from page 1
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Policies-------

Stadium------------

(Reg. $29.00)
THE

cost •nd coronado c•nt•r - 883-6048

Apodaca emphasized that he
docsn 't sec a conflict between increasing spending on athletics while
academic spending remains sluggish. "We can't forget our primary
purpose for existence as an institution, and that is academics," Apodaca said after the conference. "So
anytime we get into a situation
where we have to decide that we
have one dollar left and it's going to

go either into athletics or academics,
athletics is going to come out on the
short end .. .l certainly would not
contribute in any degree to any effort
that would take away from the
academic community, and the
academic community needs to recognize that.''
In his address to the Faculty Senate Nov. 12, Apodaca defended the
stadium expansion. "Keep in mind
that these types of expenditures are

not appropriated for on-going programs or operating revenue," Apodaca said about the state fund that is
used to build new public buildings.
''So it's not a matter of taking
money away from anthropology or
not allowing the purchase of a computer, It's simply making a decision
whether this University, in the area
of athletics, wants to be competitive. I happen to be one member of
the Board of Regents who thinks we
should give it our best shot.''

continued from page 1

responsible.''

rio us accusation outside judi cal proceedings."
Schilling said in her defense that
she did not run a reply penned by
Sappenfield on the advice of the
newspaper's attorney, although she
and Sappenfield had collaborated on
a version acceptable to the both of
them prior to the conference with the
attorney.
After publication of Fox's letter,
Sappenfield had threatened to file a
libel suit against both the Daily Lobo
and Fox, and threatened to have
Schilling removed from her post as
editor.
"Basically it was a threat to get
her to move her ass." Sappenfield
said. "There were grounds for removal, jt wasn't an empty threat."
The action to remove Schilling
would have been a personal effort on
his part, he said.
Schilling said the Daily Lobo's
attorney told her that Sappenfield
"really didn't have much of a case,
but that you have to take every threat
seriously. He felt that if they took
that letter to an attorney and tried to
file a libel suit, he didn't think a
responsible attorney would take the

Although the board took no action
in the matter, Sappenfield Eaid after
the meeting, ''The situation is better
than it was before, I don't think it
will happen again."

case.''

OUR

"NO
GUARANIEE
Record Bar believes in new
music. And we bock it with
our exclusive "No Risk"
Guarantee on featured new
releases. If, for any reason,
you· re not 100% satisfied
with a "No Risk" album,
simply return it for o
complete and hassle-free
refund or exchange.

CHARLIE SEXTON
"PICTURES FOR PLEASURE"
Fresh from the red-hot Texos
music scene, this young
singerI guitarist hos already
won admirers like Keith
Richards, Joe Ely, and The
Clash. With talent and
charisma to burn, he's destined
~or big th,i~gs. ~is debut ol~~m
1ncludes Beat s So Lonely..

CLARENCE CLEMONS
"HERO"
"WHAT A UFEJ"
Millions of fans know him os
The raves for their 1983 debut
pari of Springsteen's EStreet
started the buzz. Now comes
Bond. Now he steps out front,
the album we've been waiting
lor. With the amazing Christina with on album of solid sox ond
super vocols. Includes the
Amphlett on lead vocals and
smash duet with Jackson
production by Mike Chapman
(Biondie, Benotar, Huey lewis), Browne, "You're A Friend Of
Divinyls devaslatel !~.eludes ,,;.6 Mine." When the Big Man
"Pleasure and Pain.
..,.. sings, you betler listen!

DIVINYLS

.MeA RKXIRDS

CUpalia

CORONADO CENTER

Record Bar
SA'IISFACIION

GUARANIEED!
ON SALE THROUGH

NOVEMB~R"

~

Family Medicine at UNM's medical
school, visited Mexico City Nov.
5-7 and described reaction to the
quakes as a ''major national
shock.''
"The people have a compulsive
need to talk about the problem because it is so shocking," Kaufman
said.
Kaufman said about I ,000 hospital personnel we1e killed in th~ earthquakes. "When you walked through
the hardest hit areas, one block is
leveled and the other, standing," he
said. "Further away from the center, the destruction would vary from
building to building. The hardest hit
were buildings that ranged from six
to. I0 stories high."
Kaufman said the feeling of
national catastrophe was amplified
when the International Monetary
Fund infonned Mexico that loans to
the country were going to be cut off.

CBS RECORDS

THE ALARM
"STRENGTH"
Thi> Welsh foursome got their
first U.S. exposure opening for
U2 and The Prelenders. Now
they're set to take America by
slorm, with a powerful album
of dynamic, visionary rock 'n
roll. Features the breakthrough
cut "Strength."

Schilling told the board, ''In essence, perhaps my letters policy was
too nebulous. Hal Simmons {the
newspaper's attorney) advised me
not to continue along these lines.''
She said a new letters policy, instituted after Fox's letter was published, does not allow "personal
attacks, name-calling, or threats as
opposed to a balanced presentation
of the opposing side ·of a story.,"
"I publish most letters I receive,"
Schilling said. "Some are in very
poor taste and cannot be published. I
do try to publish letters from all political points of view.
"I am not a Marxist, although I
support Margaret Randall's .right to
free speech," she told the board. "I
also support Carl Sappenfield's right
to free speech."
"What action do you want the
board to take?" asked board Chairman Fred Bales. "Traditionally,
this board has been very reluctant to
get involved in these issues."
Sappenfield said he and Scroggins appeared before the board in an
effort to force Schilling "to be more

Daily Lobo.
the news YOU
want to read.

CASSETTE OR LP
Lobo Display Ads
Call our ad staff today at
277-5656 and find out
about a good advertising investment and bar•
gain. Or stop by 131
Marron Hall, MondayFriday 8 a.m.•S p.m.
~
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The notification occuJTed only days
before the earthquakes.
"The (Me)(ican) people arc extremely touched by our effort," said
Merkx. "[t's a real demonstration of
cooperation between the two uni versities. ''
Dr. Walter Levy, an opthamologist in Albuquerque, donated $15,000
worth of opthamology equipment to
the AUM hospital. Parer told the
regents that Bekins Moving and
Storage and Continental Airlines
were instrumental in transporting
the equipment to Mexico City.
Gov. Toney Anaya also made an
appeal to state employees to donate
one hour's pay to the relief fund.
Linda Sparber, press secret!lry to the
governor, said that exact figures
would not be available until later in
the month.
"There was great interest and
compassion by state employees,
however, this may not have been the
outlet they chose," Sparber said.
The Natural Resources department
passed the hat and raised about $700
on their own. Sparber said state em-

pioyecs were very active in efforts
outside work.
When the final dollar amount is
tallied, a list of available surplus
medical equipment will be sent to
Dr. Fernando Cano Valle, dean of
the Medical School at AUM in Mexico City.
Medical equipment and supplies
will f;,e purchased with the idea of
getting the most for the money,
Merkx said. Some equipment may
be purchased in Mexico or the Un·
itcd States, depending on the exchange rate and what is available.
Ticket sales from the Popejoy Be-

nel1t Concert held last month IOtaled
$6,950, A silent auction of lithographs sponsored by the Tam;trind
Institute raised $1 ,365, and dona•
tions taken by the Latin American
Institute totaled almost $8 ,700.
UNM Leisure Servi.ces sponsored
a fun run on Oct. 19 that netted $767
and a halftime collection at the
UNM-Brigham Young University
football game Oct. 19 totaled $425.
Several student groups held a concert in the SUB that raised $475.
The Annory for the Arts held a
benefit concert in Santa Fe Oct. 10
that raised $1,117 for the rclieffund.

INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS SEMINARS
Earn upper-division undergraduate/graduate business credits while touring Europe this summer. Fully accredited by The
A.A.G.S.B. Seminars are scheduled with major multi-national
corporations: special emphasis placed on management and
marketing. For further information call (602) 839·8556 or
return coupon to: International Business Seminars
P.O. Box 25590
Tempe, AZ 85282

Lobo Classifieds
Just 17¢ per word per
Issue! Check It outtoday at
131 Marron Hall.

Name-------------Address-----------------··--·-----·

City---··-----. _State
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A Grand Tale of High Adventure as
Thrilling as Raiders of
The Lost Ark or King
Solomon's Mines

--=

Hot New Albums By Townshend,
Replacements, Alarm, Black Fla

RICHARD MONACO

Album reviews

:'}
)

Pete Townshend, White City, Atco Records
It's been 20 years since "I C~n 't Explain" ;rnd "My

Generation" became anthems for a generation, 16
years since the mega-success of Tommy, and three
years since The Who broke up.
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"The Professional Safer Way to Tan"
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Grand Opening Offer
5 Free visits with coupon

:

Call 242·3957

Appomtmant
Open M·F 9·8pm. Sat 9-6pm

For

Offer Exp•ms Nov 30lh

:

Rio Grande NW •
•
Old Town Place Suite 6
Next to Old Town Sher<~ton •
800
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Tuesday Nights
• Dart Tournament ($3.00 Entry Fee)
Star Search (Trip To Las Vegas)

I

1•
I
Wednesday Nights
1
1 • Pool Tournament ($5.00 8 Ball)
Nite
I ••Ladies'
Michelob Night
I
LIVE ENTERTAINMENT
I

I1
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Wednesday - Saturday
Continuous Food Service

I

1

I
I
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The Wine Cellar

.

Fair Plaza Shopping Center
Lomas 8... San Pedro NE 268-6706
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AN

"AUTOGRAPH PARTY" FEATURING
OUR 1986 CALENDAR
Saturday, Nov. 23, 1985 12:00 PM·4:00 PM

HATCH'S HALLMARK CARD AND GIFT
972 CORONADO CENTER Bll3·7300

Pate Townshend, the man behind all of those
events. is now middle-aged and still producing some
of the best mu~ic around.
WhiLe City (a solo album nnd 1111 hour-long movie .in
which Townshend plays n secondary role) is the .latest
page in the on-going Townshend biography.

Webb Named Conceptions Editor
By Kelly Richmond
Craig Webb was appointed editor of Conceptions
Soutlnvest by t)le University of New Mexico Publications Board Tuesday. Webb was recommended fpr the
position by the CSW Advisory Board.
CSW publishes an art and literature magazine each
semester, as well asproducing a performance series.
"!plan on continuing what' we've been doing. We're
forming the new staff now and taking submissions for
next'Spring," he said.
"I definitely want to represent as many people as
possible," he said. "It's not that hard to get in. Most of
the people who submitted last time got at least one piece
accepted."

He listed musicians, architects and journalists as
areas where he would like to increase involvement, In
addition, he would like to encourage participation by
faculty, staff and alumni.
"There is a kind of grand plan (() make it a more
sophisticated magazine. Because of the jury system, the
magazine is changing."
Currently, submissions arc anonymous and arc
~udged by juries of people not working on the magazine
m a secret-ballot procedure. Until this year, selection
was made by the staff.
Webb has appointed the people in charge of different
areas: Leslie Donovan, literature: Conna Meader art·
Albino Carrillo, performance series; D. Paul Brdnch:
Spanish; ancl Nelson Begay, architecture.
"They're all forming staffs right now," Webb said.

THE

WORLD

OF
TOMORROW
7:15
TONIGHT ONLY
Free
Admission

ASUNM FILM
COMMITTEE

2n.s608

While City is a tremendous ;llbum. Musically excit- · - - - ing .and lyrically challenging, it is the kind of alt,Jum I"
that gets bettrr every .lingle time you hear it.
lr:cc,JC,~i'fi'J;--

Don't forget...

The lyrics to the album are rather oblique. w.ith little l<2:!..;;d;<>t.:l.A..
in the way of character or plot. Unusual for Townshend and doubly unusual on an album accompanied L;.!;£..~~.;,;
by a movie. However, White City. is full of vivid
imagery of decaying city scenes. Presumably, the
movie will reveal more, but the album seems to be a
commentary on the sad state of affairs in contemporary
Britain, where Townshend lives and works.

I?ENEW YOf/1?
IIOfJS/NG CONT{(I/CT

BY

Musically. the album is varied, but at the same time
cohesive. Take the first three songs for example:
"Give Blood" is vintage Who·stylc rock and roll,
"Brilliant Blues" would have fit right in on his last
solo album and "Face the Face'' is an up-beat dance
song. Nevertheless, White Ci?• hangs together ~s a
single work better than anythmg he has done smce
Quadroplu:nia.
This is by no means a Who album, Townshend
worked with about 18 musicians (including Pink
Floyd's David Gilmour. and Big Country's Tony But·
ler and Mark Brzczickil to produce an album that is
distinct from anything The Who did. The most obvious
change from previous Townshend efforts is that he
doesn't play much guitar on the album. His full usc of
the various other elements (including a great hom
section) amply fills the gap, making Whire City one of
the year's best albums.
-- by Kelly Richmond

The Replacements, Tim, Sire Records
The Replacements arc part of the non-purple side of
the amazing Minneapolis music scene. After recording several LP's worth of spirited garbage/garage rock
n' thrash for the independent Twin Tone label, in 1984
these adolescent bas hers came up with Lei iJ Be, a
ncar-perfect collection of ballads, rockers and angstridden anthems that got the Replacements the serious
attention they so richly deserved. A quick label change
(to Sire Records, home of X, Talking Heads and other
luminaries) left some wondering whether the switch to
a major would allow the Replacements to follow their
sloppy muse in its meandering course to\vard greatness.
Well, the answer is at last here. The new Replacements ;tlbum, Tim, is a victory and a letdown at the
same time. While it is a cohesive LP with lots of good,
and a few great tunes, it is not up to the rock-hard
brilliance ofLetlt Be. The band is still distinctively
sloppy, but some of the desperate edge is lacking.
Most notably, lead Replacement Paul Westerberg truly sounds like he is fronting a band now, instead of just
wailing away With the boys. The cleaned-up production by Tommy Erdelyi (formerly Tommy Ramone.
the original drummer for the Gabba-Gabba-Hcy boys)
pulls Westerberg's voice up front in the mix, separating him from mates Tommy Stinson (bass), Bob Stinson (guitar) and Chris Mars (drums) in a way that is
vaguely unsatisfying.
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STUCENTS WITH OUTSTANCJNG
HOUSING CEBTS CANNOT RENEW
UNTIL THE CEBT IS PAlO!
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The obvious weakpoint with an album full of
anthems, no matter how good, is that it gets boring,
pretentious and ridiculous after a while. Luckily. The
Alarm was capable of growing. making their second
album Strength much better dmn the first.
Adding a keyboard player to the original four-piece
line-up added a new dimension to their sound. They
pretty well left comparisons with The Clash behind,
but sound somewhat like U2 did on their album Unforgettable Fire.
The range of different sounds is greatly widened on
this album. The impressive anthems are still there, but
they arc accompanied this time by some different
tunes, including a more mellow ballad. "Forever By
My Side." A nice change of pace for a band whose
first album featured songs like "Blaze of Glory."
''Sixty-Eight Guns" and "Marching On."

-by Kelly Richmond

Black Flag, The Process of Weedi11g Out, SST Records
Talk about prolific. The SST bands (Black Flag,
Minutemen, Husker Du. Meat Puppets, etc.) put out
more vinyl per year than just about any other group of
recording artists in the Western world. The latest from
Black Flag (their fourth release this year!) is an allinstrumcnt;il LP, quite appropriately titled The Pro·
cess of Weeding Out. That is also the title of a cut on
the LP; one which Black Flag regularly played as a
set-opener a couple oftours back, the notion being t~at
if you couldn't get past Greg Ginn's gut-wrcnchmg
guitar
pyrotechnics you might as well leave while you
But the good stuff 1s still much better than average.
had
the
chance. A thoughtful warning from the band.
The gems on Tim include "Kiss Me On The Bus,"
"Hold My Life," and "Waitress in the Sky." Alex
Without Henry Rollins fronting the band, The Pro·
Chiltonlentls assbtancc on "Left of the Diu!," ltnd the cess is Gt·cg Ginn's show from start to finish. The
band pulls a ridiculous Led Zeppelin imitation on now-departed rhythm section of Kira Roessler (bass)
"Lay It Down Clown," complete with screeching and Bill Stevenson (drums) performs powerfully, but
slide guitars and three-note piano solo (reference all is sccondmy to Ginn's six-string prowess.
"Rock n' Roll," on Led Zep IV).
The open ihg cut. "Your Last Affront." is propelled
Tim allays any fears that the big label compromise along by mi inventive bass line from R(lcsltcr and is
has forced the Rcplacenteilts to start pandering to the reminiscent of Jack Jo/m.wn-period Miles Davis.
MTV gencntiion, but it shows them so111ewhat less Hard to believe? Maybe not. On this LP, Black Flag
gonzoid than their fans arc likely to appreciate.
treads the line between thrash and avant•noisc jazz
convincingly enough to itnprcs!; some less jaded or
- by David J. Clemmer
closc•minded listeners who don't usually count them·
selves among Black Flag fans. A high tolerance for
The Alarm, Strellgtll, I.R.S. Records
noise and an ability to appreciate non·ntclodic modes
The Alarm's Declal'alioil {released last year) was a is a must. Give it a try and see if you can survive Tire
little noticed but impressive debut album. Sounding Process of Weediltg 0111.
like a cross bctwccrt The Clash and U2, they filled an
albu~t~ with ringing anthems.
-by David J. Clemmer

David Byrne, left, and Talking Heads in the acclaimed concert film Stop Making Sense,
opening Friday at Don Pancho's Theater. Show times are 7:15 and 9 p.m. nightly, and
3:30 and 5:30p.m. Saturday and Sunday.

tries not to forget

to renew!

Renewai material must be submitted to Housing Collections
on the 2nd floor o£ La Posada

Ingrid Bergman's Daughter in Film
BEVERLY HILLS, Calif. (AP) when she first came to Hollywood,
Even though her parents divorced
- She has raven hair and a strong as a 20-ycar-old TV journalist from when she was 5, the family reprofile. And when her eyes sparkle Rome.
mained close. Rossellini, who reand she smiles, there can be no doubt
"It was the same as if I had married and had more children.
that Isabella Rossellini is Ingrid traveled to the Himalayas, that's lived across the street from Miss
Bergman's child.
how foreign it seemed," she said. Bergman's house.
Her unique beauty has already "My first impression was seeing
Last year, she heard that Taylor
been displayed on fashion magazine Los Angcics from the air, an unbe- Hackman was looking for an actress
covers and in perfume ads. Now she lievable expanse of lights as far as to play Hines' Russian wife in White
can be seen in White Nigltts, the new the eye could see, like a huge di- Nights.
Columbia film in which she stars amond. And I landed right in the
"Taylor loved my (modeling)
with Mikhail Baryshnikov and center of the diamond!"
pictures, but he was looking for
Gregory Hines. She plays the Rusisabella Roscllini, 33, and her either an American who could play a
sian wife of Hines, an American de- twin sister, Ingrid. were born in Russian or an Eastern European acfector in the Soviet Union.
1952 when the sensation of their pa- tress," Miss Rosscll.ini said. "I
Rossellini. daughter of the late rents' romance was still front-page said, 'Give me a month to work on
Bergman and Italian filmmaker news everywhere. ingrid Bergmart the accent, then make a decision.' l
Roberto Rossellini, came here from left her husband, Peter Lindstrom, went to Columbia University every
her New York home to help launch for Rossellini at the height of her day to learn how to speak English
with a Russian accent."
the film. She remembered the time Hollywood career.

German Artist Found Art in Garbage Cans
LONDON (AP) - Kurt Schwittcrs was the great master of collage.
creating pictures front discarded bit.s
of paper, candy wrappings, bus tickets, string, cotton and wool.
He found his matcri<lls in the trash
and died in ncar-poverty in England
in 1948. Now his works C()St
thousands of dollars and he is being
celebrated by London's Tate Gallery.
An exhibition of 214 of his col·
!age.~ and sculpture, expanded from
a show at New York's Museum of
Modern Art, opened this ntortth at

the Tate and runs through Jan. 5. It
then goes to West Germany's
Sprertgel Museum in Hanover.
where the artist was born in 1887.
Schwittcrs didn't like the Nazis
and they called him a dangerous
madman.
The Nazis included Schwittcrs's
art in their"Entartete Kunst" ("Degenerate Art"l exhibition of 1937" a
landmark in the history of intcllec·
tual persecution. That was the signal
for him to flee from Germany. He
went to Norway and when the Gernlans invaded there in 1940, he

moved to England.
Schwitters's art wasn't widely
admired in his lifetime, except by
other artists. He sold his pictures for
a few dollars or gave them away for
favors and to a German friend who
sent him $24 a month in his last
years.
He died on Jan. 8, 1948, in
Ambleside In northwest England's
Lake District artd is buried there.
In the past 12 momhs, two small
works by him were auctioned in
New York, one for $20,000 and
another for almost $24,000.
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Bridgers' New Idea

Stadium Expansion Not Dead
By ,Johnny Moreno
University of New Mer.ico Athletic Director John Bridgers unveiled a
new proposal Tuesday to raise private funds for the University Stadium expansion project.
H:1ving been rejected by the state
Legislature earlier this year, Bridgers proposed an mitial stadium expansion of 4,000 new seats and :1
new grass playing surface.
The plan asks for 80 donors to pay
$5,000 per year for the next five
years. In return, each would receive
seAson ticket holdcr's·use of 50 center section scats with arm rests and
chair backs. They would also get
/'OOd parking spaces, Bridger.l said,
and high priority on men's baskethall tickets.
The new scats would be built below the existing lowest seats. because the present playing surface
and surrounding track would be lowered about 10 r~ct, Bridgers said.
UNM Regents President Jerry
Apodaca supports the plan. (Sec
page one for related story.)
"'There never is a good time to wise
money from the private sector,"
said Apodac''· who a~ knowledged it
might be easier to ask for funds when
the Lobo football team WliS 8-3, instead of 3-7. But he added, "I think
the right time is whc11 it needs to be
done."
Apodaca said '• LINM takes a back
scm to no one," in intercollegiate
athletics. "except in football. If you
remove the press box," University
Stadium is nothing more than "a
glorified high school arena."
Apodaca said the quality offacili....

tics "is a factor in recruiting," and
said he likes the idem of going to the
private sector, so as not to take
monies away from education. "If
we were taking away from one hand
to give to another, I wouldn 'tdo it."
Bridgers s4id the new expanded

J()hn Bridgers
stadium could also be home to the
high school state championships. He
said the design for the grass and
drainage system is "one of the best
in the country. It is used in Mile
High Stadium, in the Orange Bowl
and at Purdue."
Bridgers said his immediate goal
is to have the $2 mill ion raised by
late January and have the renovation
complete by Sept, 6, when the
Lobos host Tennessee. He stressed

that this initial expansion~funding
proposal is the first step in a twophase project. Phase II would require about $5 million from the state
Legislature,
Bt\1 he felt confident that if the
private sector showed its suppmt, it
might sway the Legislature to
appropriate funds for Phase II.
When asked what he would do if he
doesn't raise the money, Bridgers
replied, "1 won't even think about
that."
The Phase ll project is more ambitious in scope and would make
UNM a far more competitive football program, assistant Coach Jimmie Norrell said. It would tum the
stadium into a bowl-like structure,
with additional seating, exits and
concessions located in the present
end zone areas.
There also would he a weight
room, dressing rooms and a training
room located underground the struc·
lures, which would include 5,500
seats each. The total capacity of the
fully renovated stadium would be
about 45,000 seats, NorreH said he
coaching staff is primarily concerned with funding Phase II, but
added, "You've got to take a first
step and it's time to do something.''
Lobo Club Executive Director
Alan Graham said, "It's very difficult to build a winning program with
facilities thai are inadequate." Graham, a former fund-raiser at Air
Force and Wyoming, where he was
assistant athletic director, said both
WAC players and coaches say that
University Stadium, which was built
in 1960, is one of the worst in the
conference.

----·------------------------

• Ski accessories
• Full line of X-country skis
• Full service on X-country skis
• Accessories discount with ski rentals

LOWEST PRICES
on CROSS- COUNTRY SKI RENTALS

McGuire Offers Glimpse At New Season
Uy AI McGuire
As you all know, the coming season is starting with black and blue
marks from the Tulane scandal, I
mean the exposure of dollars inside
handshakes in the locker rooms and
athletes saying they've been offered
everything from the Brooklyn
Bridge to the Grand Canyon at
schools they didn't attend.
1 believe, however, that this is a
blessing in disguise, because we
must all be more realistic. There's
no way under the existing rules that
an athletic department can govem a
school's alumni, who are trying to
live their second youth through the
ballplayers.
My prediction, therefore, is that
we will definitely see, before the end
of the '80s, college student-athletes
being compensated by a minimum
of $100 per month as part of their
scholarships. just like the Alberto
Salazars and Mary Decker Slaneys.
As the world shrinks we will begin to
accept more of the European concepts of amatuerism,
Enough. We'll do a column on
this later in the season.
But right now, let's get out of the
gate, with dynamite support for the
greatest spectator sport in college
today.
First of all, look for the Atlantic
Coast Conference to dominate with
fi vc legitimate powers in the Top 20.
The only one that might be marginal
is Maryland, but they have the
franchise in senior Len Bias, who
can go up and over anyone,
fn the race for the ACC confer·
ence championship, I hear Yellowjackets humming; Georgia Tech is in
for a peach of a season. It's going to
be a photo finish between the Rarnb-

ling Wreck and the Tar Heels of
North Carolina, but the Wreck
should turn on its afterburner, so
I've got to take Bobby Cremins by a
nose.
Duke will come in third, with a lot
depending on the development of
their soft spot, Dan Ferry, their

6' 10" freshman center. The Wolfpack of North Carolina State will go
the way of Chris Washburn. So I
know 1 sound a lot like CBS analyst
Billy Packer, talking up Tobacco
Road, but there's just no contest.
The Big 10 is the Avis conference - they try harder. Michigan.,
which is definitely Final Four material, is led by the best center in the
country, 6- I 0 Roy Tarpley, and all
starting Wolverines retum. It's now
or never for Illinois, a physical

NBA-style team, which is physical
and mature, and led by seniors
Efrem Winters and Bruce Douglas.
fowa should finally get comfortable
with Coach George Raveling and be
a solid NCAA team, with Bobby
Knight's Hoosiers leading the rest of
the Big 10.
The Big East will be pure as a
Pearl, with the Syracuse Orangemen
blowing the top off the Carrier
Dome. Georgetown will come late,
once they get the pink elephant of
Patrick Ewing out of their minds.
The Hoyas have some truly great
players, but they've picked up some
bad habits because of the defensive
dominance of Patrick, Still, no tears
for Big John Thompson, because
they'll be in the :tulll. And look for
Pittsburgh to edge St. John's for
show money.
In the Southeastern Conference,
the LSU Tigers will roar with frightening talent, led by John Williams,
the manchild. And the Big Blue of
Kentucky will fight Auburn for the
right to play in the final of their postseason conference tourney.
Look for the Cardinals of Louisville toflyhigh in the Metro Conference, with Milt Wagner returning.
The Memphis State Tigers have
great potential, especially with their
Robin-Batman combination of
guard Andre Turner and center William Bedford.
The Sun Belt will be dominated
by the University of AlabamaBirmingham. Bradley should be the
class of the Missouri Valley. Dick
Versace is back, and it should be a
piece of cake. In the Big Eight, the
story in Dan Manning. The potential
Hall of Famer will keep Larry
Brown's job at Kansas pennanent
for the next three years. Oklahoma
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will make it a white knucklcr, but
they'll be too softin the middle with·
out Tisdale. Nebraska has the best
center in the league, 6-1 I Dave
Happen.
In the Southwest Conference,
Coach Guy Lewis is going to have to
play a new role and the Razorbacks
of Arkansas will be adjusting to a
new coat)h. Look for UTEP Coach
Don Haskins to defense 'em to death
in theW AC, and in the PCAC Jerry
(Tark the Shark) and the Rebels will
continue their dominance at UNL V.
In the Pac-10, !like Washington,
with 7-foot All-America Christian
Welp, and a team with experience
and depth. UCLA will huvc an alley
fight with usc.
And last but not least, the "Vatican Conference" should go to the
Irish of the Golden Dome, led by the
second coming of lsiah Thomas,
otherwise known as Davis Rivers,
The Blue Demons of DePaul an!
next, as their material catches up
with second year coach Joey Meyer,
and Marquette is a comer.
That's how I see things, with a
final tip of the hat to a couple of
sentimental favorites, longshots
Temple and Navy.
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CONGRA TS TO OUR new Chi Omega otfic(!ts!,

PRESIDENTIAL SCHOLARS: THEitEl$ tlpnlluek
dinner tonight at the lnteroational Center from 6-9

HAPP\' BIRTIIDAY 'fRICIA A..l We Jove you!
Terrl, Cathy and Denise.
Jl/20
TO THE FJNE lookin' Sigma Chi: Nice- Rl!-71 ..?·.
ll/20

CEDRIC ALLRUNNER
BudweiserllJNM Leisure Services Players of the
Week
Thelludwelser/UI'IM Leisure Services Playetsoflhe Week are Fred Weller and
Cedric Attrunner. rted, a Criminal Justice junior from Albuquerque, an~
Cedric. a Psychology senior rrorn Albuquerque. are honored because Of thetr
outstanding contributions In leading "Floor Play'' to the L.S. volleyball cham•
plonshl)l this past week. "We would like to congratulate the rest oft he hosers
.o · ~n. J'oe Blase·. Vance _Felipe T_o_ dd and__ Norman. We wish to
Cl ayton,. BeJcso,.,
;
•
' '·1 l thl- ·
''
thank Ford Bronco and to chastise Leisure Services for p nn ng s on us.
once again, congratulations to i'red Weller and Cedric Allrunner, this
Blldwelser/UNM leisure Services Players of the Week.

uno

pm, Come when you can. -Bring a friend or a
profm:or or your mom -Jwt come and have run!.
11120
TODAY: BASIC/ACCURATE information on
AlDS. You are Invited to a ~uesllon and answer
st-sslon rtgatding ant a!pect of AIDS nOon·l pm
Room2j4, secOnd floor1 Student Health Ct-ntt-r.
11/20
CANTERBURY FJLM SOCIETl' present!: ' 1The
Harder they Come" Thtusday, Nov~ 21, 1 pm at St.
Thomas of ·Cartterbury Episcopal Chu-rch,· 4iS
University NE, 247·2SIS. Admission free~ All
welcome.
11121
WANTED: CRmCAL BUT flexible thlni.er.s not
afra'id .to li$ten, argue OlUECTJYe fun clasS; dlf·
ferent view of .earthfw. GeoL 209 (3); spring
sem~lerj 6:30 p.m. Tuesdays: R. Anderson.
I l/2!5
SW INPIAN STUDENT Coalition Meetingj
November 20. l98!5~ 3;t0 p.m.. SUB 253.
RepresentaUves -Q( Indian organitatioru invited.
Everyone welcome. 165-6882.
11/UJ
NAnONAI. CHICANO HEALTH OrganizatiOn
in\'ites you to our ne;~Ct meeting November 20, 198$~
7;00 p.m. Ouest .speaker Anlonio Mondragon,
Director -of UNM Chicano Student Services. Sign up
for CPR Training Chicano Sttideni Services Bfd(!.
JII'J.S Roma.
11/20
PRESJO£NTI.A:L SCHOLARS: THERE is a potluck
dinner totiight al the lntemaliona.I Center from &9
prri., Comr: When you tart. Bring a friend or a
prOfessor or your mom- just ccimeand have run!.
11120
FRIDAY, NOV. nnd Supersourtcf 106 Will DJ a
dance in the Subway Station. 9·1 a.-m., $2 w/collegc
ro. 53 gue.oots.
J1/22
TOURNAMENTS

o Round trip bus transportation from Albuquerque and Santa Fe
to Fairfield Pagosa in Colorado
• Two nights lodging at Fairfield Lodge
o Two all·day lift tid<eta for Wolf Creek Ski Area
o Shuttle service from Fairfield to WoJf Creek

The Univ;Jrslty of 'J.'cxas at El
Paso is favored to win its fourth
straight WAC basketball title.
Head Coach Don "The .Bear"
Haskins begins his 2Sth season
for the Miners, who will return
eight players from last year's 22JO squad.
The Bear .(441-202) must rc·
place graduated guards Luster
Goodwin and Kent Lockhart.
Jeep Jackson, who averaged
5. I points pergamelast year, and
5' I I" freshman Tim Hardaway
will vie for point guard. At the off
guard spot, Juden Smith (12,8
points, 6.S rebounds), senior,
and Quintan Gates (4.3, 3.2)
junior, are leading candidates.
DaveFeitl,6-11,(13.5, ?.I) also
returns,
Newcomers for the Miners are:
Hardaway, 5-ll, point guard
from Chicago. Lenny Cotl\ln, 64 off-guard, juco transfer; and
last year's re(lshirts: Quincy Turner, 6-2 guard; Terry Stallworth,
6-4 guard; Mike Richmond, 6.-9
center.
'fhe Miners will open their season in Denver Nov. 22 :1gainst
Washington in first round of NIT
Big Apple pre·s!lason touma·
ment.

Advl•rtising Rate-s- f i" pt_•r word pt'l' Uav or J 2.: pt•r word per t.l;1\
for th·e or tlHlrc cunsccuti\'c davs with nn .:han~l·~o~ <.:ampu" depart ..
mcnts and chnrtcrctf studcntOr,.!:anf:ation' rnav u't' J.n-. ~nl idoi"' fur·
annuunccmcnti'i. Las Notida~ rate i-. I 0~ per· '' urd.

GET ON THE
WOLF CREEK EXPRESS

Departure
Dates:

20, 1985

UTEP Op.ens
WAC Season

Bob Lilly Still Big Shot
LAS CRUCES (AP)- In the heart of southern New Mexico's chili
country, Bob Lilly has found a simpler way of life, one well removed
from the notoriety and noise that once followed h.is every tackle inside
Texas Stadium.
These days, the cornerstone of the Dalhls Cowboys' Doomsday
Defense for 14 years and the man Tom Landry called "the greatest
Cow~oy_player ever'' chases images considerably more elusive than a
Bart Starr or Sonny Jurgenson.
Bob Lilly, the former All Pro defensive tackle, now is Bob Lilly, the
professional photographer.
It's a venture that didn't surface overnight. It began with Lilly's
selection to the Kodak Coaches AU-America team during his cellegiate
days at Texas Christian and expanded after his retirement from pro
footbal) in 1974.
"It's something that must have been in me for a long time," said
Lilly, "when I was growing up I worked so hard I didn't have time for
anything else."
A camera that accompanied his selection to the Coaches AllAmerica learn 25 years ago stirred his interest in photography.
"After that I was pretty well hooked," said Lilly.
Lilly's first major display of his work was in "Reflections," a book
that depicts his former teammates and his career with the Cowboys that
included a Super Bowl loss to Baltimore after the 1970 season and a
redemption victory over Miami the following year.
Lilly grew up in Throckmorton, a West Texas farming and ranching
community. He went on to TCU, where he gained All-America honors. In 1961, he was the Cowboys' original first round draft choice.
In a career that spanned 14 years, Lilly was an All-Pro choice seven
times and played in II Pro Bowls and 196 consecutive regular season
games.
After Lilly's induction into the pro football Hall of Fame, Landry
noted, "There won't be another Bob Lilly in my time."
Lilly discovered New Mexico's Mesilla Valley during a trip to Las
Cruces in 1971 to speak at a booster club meeting at New Mexico State
University. When his 10-year-old son Mark developed allergies a
couple of years ago, Lilly decided the dry New Mexico climate would.
be ideal.
"We were here a month and they were gone," said Lilly. "The
•climate's ideal and the people arc friendly."
Lilly, who also owns a motel in Las Cruces, found the Southwest's
landscape and diversity of cultures ideal for his darkroom pursuits. In
Texas' Big Bend country, in the New Mexico desert and ln. Arizona's
Grand Canyon, Lilly can turn his imagination loose.
''There's a neat bigness to this area you can't find anywhere else, a
certain solitude," he said.
Lilly, whose attraction to photography is evident through his description of the scenes he has tried to capture on film, said there's even
a correlation between a camera and pro football.
"Like football, it's a creative adventure," said Lilly. "Every Sunday I used to wonder what was going to happen that day. and how I
would play the guy on the other side of the line. Now, I wonder if I'm
going to get on film what I sec through the lens."
Aside from watching virtually every Dallas game on television and
an occasional Cowboys reunion, Lilly's association with football is
now minimal.
"I missed so rnany things playing football," he said. "l missed
every hunting season and every skiing season."

Novcm~er

SUB·RECREATION

b

h6sting :several tournaments ·the week of0ec.l-4th,
Foosball, ping•poilg, and d.arts._S2emryfee, trophiC$
awarded. E:nlcr in OamesArea1 rower level.
11/27A.liEN'tiON ALL ROCK clinlbds, hikers·, aiVds!
!here will be a Mountain Club meeting on Wed •• Nov
20, at 7:30 In 'I he SUB, tOoin2~3.
f lllb
HEOtSHPE WILL MtET on Wed,, Nov. 20 at 7:00
p.m. hi Woodward i4?.
U/20
POETS AND WRitERS:- Conct"plfoi'ls .Southweu h.
rooking for ·a few great ~opte to fill Uterary SlUff
openings. If you wunt to ~er up your r~ume With
praCtical editing. Ctedentlab1 tome by Marron Hall
Room_l.H~ s.s and fill aut anapplfc:ation.
trn
CLUB EVENT7 MEETING? Las Noticias Is the
pJai;'C:- tor you. Only iO cents pet word pet issue rot
tJNM ·4~par1mcnts:and organizations.
trn

Personals
Ji-!N·JEN, HAPPY 19ili 10 my favorite roomie! r
toye yo.u muehd, f'ookyl Rc\:ls. _ •
t 1120
TRICfA_ A.: HAPPY J8TII birthday to li vcty specilll
friendllloV<youl MBW.
JIIM
HOI,LY P.: \'OU ARE the best. t'lr mlu you thi;
weck._Love,TedB.ofSAE.
li/20
kELLY TilE MUSKETEEN. calf me about dinner
Clas.agnli 6r tafione~) 277-~~06-or268·1l7_2 BIJJ. J 1129
SPAN 101! l WOULD like to meet you alstJ. Please
contacl me Thursday between J and 4 pm or JO and
ll~m.K.J
lf/20

BAN PEDESTRIANS, NOT bikes.
11120
SARA? THE NEW Chi·O prez? Hooray!.
ll/20
DENNY M.l GET A ~hade! Thanks·- for the en·

lertalnmc:nt Saturday! The ladles that Jive behind
you!.
11/Ul
HAPPV BIRTIJlJAV HONE't', Love youj Paul.
11120
SARA. WELOVEyouflovethePiggies!.

U/20

DAREI( AND OTHER: How was the 498' test?
Somehow t think: you guys managed. Please make aU
check's payable t<J E. Farmer.
·t I /20
CCC: WHAT WISE men build their bouse upon.
determines major for some.
J 1/20
JEFF: HAPPY BIRTHDAY, I love you! Londyfn
the Oasrs.
tl/20
BILL. ,.DOUBLE Oh. nothing," Where•:s rny runl?
C.J,
tl/2C

Food/Fun
INTERESTEt> JN THEA Tit£! Have a passion for
plays? Help ls desperately needed for the production
or 11 The Do:~o·s in th~ Bandu ar the Vortex. We need
you for llle set crewf Please -call Jmnlfet between 2:30
&.4:~0 pm •. 266-8498,

ll/l(}

WOULDN'T IT BE nice to be iehuing pn the beach?
A tail gin and tonk resting in )'our hand, A wonderrul
cornpanlon-ne.d to you ... But try to senle- Tor relaxing
with a hoi cup or coffee and a baked goodie from lhe
co(fee ·table. Aridl!rson~s lobby W~F 7:4.5·10:45,
Spoi'lsot: Delta Sigma PI.
I 1121
NOWHtRE TO GO for Th~ksglvlng? You'If be
wekcime at Immanuel PtesbytC:rian Cbu~h. 114
Catllsle SE. aL Nob Hill, tar tUrkey dinner a~ j pm.
Please call church at 26!5..76i8: by Ftln Nov 2.2, lo
tna'ke
, Please 'bring dessert, relish or
Why hOI stop by a- deli or

Services
PRIVATE GUITAR JNSTRUCJIO,~. All stYles, all

level•. Tony 12·5 om 344-9040.
11120
INCEST SURVIVORS TJJERAPf Oroup. Saf~,
eonfftientlal group tor adult women. Individual
counseling also avaifabfl!'!. Contact Caryl TtoUer.
MA, 266·6060.

11120

BUUMlA1 F.EELJNG OUT of c:onuolabout rood7
AilortJ:Ia Bulfmia· Treatment Program at k<Ucrna:n
Presbyterian Hospftal tan hdp ertd )'ttut" nightmare-.
Our helplinc- Is free and corllidtntiaL Calf 19I·2SSO
day or night. We \Jnderstatld eating disorder~ .•. And
wecarf.
t.I/20
GENf;RAL BOOKKEEPING~ PAYROLL, word
priXc:UtOt. 883-411S,Ut·297(j,
ll/20
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Looking for Something?
Whether you're looking
for a used moped or
renting a room, classified
ads do the trick. Ads can
be placed at I 3 I Marron
Hall.

'--'-~:.:<f

1961 VW BUG CONVERTIBLE. Sapphire-blue.
white lop. $2000 obo. 884·8210.
··
U/22
1.971 TOYOTA CORONA, rebuilt engine. $600, 268.
48Q4, 242-5483,
ll/20
1970 FOR() LTQ; AC, automatic, Runs well. $300 or
!Jest offer, 292-3297 after5 pm.
ll/22
1973 FORO COURIER, 15000 on rebuilt engine,
$1250 obo, 293-2864.
11/22
78 TOYOT~ CELI.CA, AM/FM, air, cassette, lots of
miles but very relia.ble. $1800, 2SS·3.041 after 6;00
p.m.
11/21
198~ TRANSAM. LOAD~D. Nice car, smo. 268;
8839Jeave message.
11/20
1982 CAMARO Z18. PI!, ps,. ac, am/fm, lp,
automatic, Hop. 884·5123 after 5 p,m.
tfn

Employment
QUIET NON·SMOKING GRADUATE student is
looking fQr room near UNM. 277·3986,
11122
fEMALE RQOMMATE WANTED, Two-bdrm,
tw<>-bath apt. Rent $163/each, elec/phone $40 each
tOtal. 15 mlns from UNM. 291·8763 evenings. 11122
LARGE ONE-BEDROOM apt with sunroom, fenced
yard, fireplace, Ncar Fair Plaza. $300/month,
utilities paid. $100/DD, Dave 255.)705,
I 1122
HOUSEr.tA TE WANTED•. PREFER female to share
with same bath/stwwer in five-bedroom house. NE
Heights. Close to bus, shopping. park·. Priviledges
inciugc partially furnishod bedroom, washer/dryer,
dishwasher, microwave. Easy going yet responsible
household. Rent $150 .plus 115 utilities ($20), Call
298.0856 evenings, 768·6717 day•,
11120
FOR RENT: LARGE nice one-bedroom apartment,
$170 month. 256·1122.
11/20
FOR RENT: ONE-bedroom apartment two blocks
from UNM. Students or racquetball players only.
Tom 892·4344.
11/26
CAMPUS COMPACf APARTMENTS, 21S Yale
Blvd SB at Lead. Immaculate studio apartments near
stores and UNM. $240/mo., free utilities, Sl"
deposit, 6 month lease. No children, pets, or
roommate. See manager at Apt H2 or call 242•3447.
12/0<i
CJIARMING OLD TWOSTORY on corner of
Marquette & 9.th. 2 bedroom. If. W. Ooors, single
garage, private bac~ynrd. S5251roo. Call. NormaQ
867.3396: 897-7709 (E).
11/25
UNt'URNISJfED FOUR·BEDROOM home near
Winr.xk. Backyard fenced for pets, appllancrs plus
washer/dryer, family room, fireplace, $~50fm plus
Util, plus deposit. Call 2SS-8027 M-F 8·~.
11/22
FURNISIIED ROOMS NEAR UNM. Share large
attractive house with other studenu. Cable TV, dhh·
wnshrr, washer/dryer provided. Free utilities. 2940684.
11/22
WANTED ROOMMATE TO share three-bedroom
house. NE Heights, great location. 821·8231, 11122
AVAILABLE NOWI313 Gln~SE •. Furnished, two
bdrms, carpets, a.c. Children o,k., no IJ(:ts. Utilities
included, $350/mo. DD. 268-1796.
ll/22
AVAILABLE NQW. 3410 VAll., SE. Two bdrms,
unfurnished, a. c., carpets. ·Children o. k., no pets.
$295 per month plus utilities, DO, 268-1796.
11/22
NOB HILL AREA: For Rent, Two:bedroom
townhouse, close to UNM. Two enclosed patios,
carport, new carpet, dishwasher, disposal. $425/mo,
Call888·3300 or eves 831·4604. 3911-0Silver SE.
11/22
CLOSE TO UNM: Furnished house, 3·4 bdrms. 315
Girard SE. Hardwood Ooors, fireplAce, large yard,
Children. qk, no pets. 54,/monih plus utilities, DD.
268·1796.
11122
TOWNHOUSE APARTMENT 1 bedroom, 1. bath,
Washer, dryer hookup, free cable TV, private yard.
Univcuity and Stadium area. S3SO, whh fireplace
$400. Dillon Real Estate, 294·1459.
tfn
ROOMMATE WANTED: NON·SMOKER 3 bdrm,
2 bath house, Washer, hot tub, private backyard. All
utllltles Included. Christopher 242·5368.
ll/21
ALL UTILITIES PAID, Efficiency In University
area, 307 Princeton SE. $250. Dillon Real Estate 2941459.
11/27
AVAILABLE NOW, l bedroom in RidgeCrest area.
Washer hookup. $295. J410 Smhll SE. Dillon Ileal
Estate 294·1459.
I i/27
A Ctos•: IN 2 bedroom townhouse with
washer/dryer hookups, private yard, covered car
port. 54~0 plus tlecirlc, 3911 Silver SE. Dillon Real
Estate. 294-1459.
lt/27
ATTRACfiVE LARGE DTICJENCV. Furnished
brand new, $2$9 plus electric. $150 deposit. Near
Wa.hington·Zunl. Adults oldy. No pe!s.165·6160.
11120
LARGE EFFICIENCV, FURNISHED $225/month.
Utilities puld. Near \JNM and TVI. E~cellent con·
dltlon. 2306 Garfield, SE. 255·7129.
11/20
APARTMENT FOR RENT. All Utilities paid single
bedroom, Very close to UNM. S320/month. Call 2M•
3074.
U/20
IIELPI DESPERATE BUILDER must sell noWI
Unique, two btdroom contemporal')l home 10 min
!'rom UNM. Call agent Beth at Vaughan Company
293·3000: 344-5623.
11/22.
SAVE MONEY, NO frills means no hidden costs
tacked on to your rent. Pay for what you really wanu
extra• large, ·clean, comfortable apartments from
5320. Adultsonly,f1c> peli please. Phone881•3391.
12116
TilE CITADEL: SUPERB location near UNM and
down.town. Bus service evel')l30 minutes. lbberrom
or effl.:iency, $310 to S39.S, All utilities paid. neiUl<e

lfOUSt:SI'rrli'IG llU!tiNG CHRISTMAS. Local
professional woman with references •.242·9090 ext 3J
or2~S-9978.
11/22
CUUISt:SJIIP HIRING IN.FORMATION. Phone
707-778·1066 for details.
12/06
Nt:t:n IU:t:r WITH writing research papers, term
papers? Call 266•3372 (after ~) for edltlns/VIrlling
servlces.
12/02
<;EllMAN & FUENCH Translations; word
processing. C'all2~~·230~.
12116
TUTORING - MATIIE!IIATICS, STATISTICS,
sciences. ExneriencedFI.I.D. Reasonable. 265·1799.
If~

i:'I'HlLASs•:s INTERNATIONAL. SKILLED in
filling spectacle'S, Contact Lens. By Or. R.E, English.
J'AY LESS OPTICIANS, 5019 Menaul
NE. - across from La Belle's. 888-4778,
tfn
STliUY GUITAII AT Marc's Guitar Center. Five
dcdtctned professional hlstructors. All styles, all
I!!\ cis. Call us nt 265·331 $. 143 Harvard SE.
tfn
Pf:RFORMING AIITS S'nJDIO 2219 Lead Ave SE,
2$5·1061. Ball~t, Jau, Vocal Coaching.
tfn
CONTACT POI.ISIIING SOLUTIONS Casey
Optical Company on Lomas just west or Washington.
tfn
AC('URATt; .lNfOilM,\TION ABOUT con·
traception, $tcrlllzatlon, abortior1. Right to Choose,
294·0171.
tfn
PIIE<;NACY TESTING & counsel!ng, .Phone ~47·
9819.
lfl1

Typing/Word Processing
QUM.In' WORD PROCF.SSING. Academy Blvd
area. Nancy821·1490.
12111
I'.ROn:SSIONAL TYPING, ACCURATE, fast.
Call268·7992.
12/3
TYPING 011 WOROPROCt:SSING. Reasonable
roles, ull manuscripts. 266-3372 (after 5, M·l-1. 12111
n'J'ING: t:XCt:LLENT SPELLING & Grammar.
FAST, accurate ..Close to UNM. 255·3580.
11/27
?!I Ct;NTS PAGt: UEGREED typist. Fast, accurate.
J4.S·3154.
ll/27
OIJTSTAND.ING QUALITY, REASONABLE
prices, Patx:r, manuscript~. word procc.!slng, theses,
Resumes. 881·0313.
11/25
QUICK, ACCURATE 1'\'PING: rc,search papers,
theses, dissertations, charts, graphs, in my home, The
Other Office. 836·3400.
11122
QUALITY TYPING. SJ,Sllfpaat. NE, Mornlnl!.l and
evenings before 8 pm. 299·5641.
ll/22
1'\'PING, FAST, ACCURATE, Affordable. 299·
IWL
WU
"t:XPERT WORD PROCESSING. B.S. English,
29HH8".
12/16
n'I'INGIWORD .PROCESSING Rates Begin 85
cents/pg, 294-4728.
11/22
WORIJ PROCESSING DONE in my home, Call
Carol at242·7668.
12/09
PROFESSIONAL WORDPROCESSING
GUARANTEEIJ. 265·1088.
1216
WORD PROCF.SSING SERVICJ:S, NE Heights.
Caii29J·O~os,IJ am•7 prn.
12116
PROfF.SSIONAL 1'\'PJNG, t'AST, a~curate and
rdirtble. Reasonable rates. CnllKartn294-4624.12/l6
t'ULL COLOR VIEWGRAPJIS, computer graphics
and technlcal word-pr.xessing. Hlghest(Jualily, 25~•
discount toUNM studenl!fstarr. 266-5671.
12/16
PROFESSIONAL WORD PROCESSING, Pick·up
12/16.
and delim.281·J381.
"PLACE TO GET Your Stuff Typed". Word·
processing. Resumes, thesis, dlssenalions and more,
Technlealmath, multilingunl carability. APA·UNM
format. Darbara Stewart. 268·534.5.
11121
PROFF.SSIONAL TYPIST. NE heighll. 823·1865.
12116
WORD PROCES.~ING SERVICES. 884·7238.
tfn
I.ETfER QUALITY WORD proeesslng. $1.50/pg.
242·3427.
12116
EXPERn;NCED T\'PIST UNIVERSITY area. Style
choices. Reasonable. 255-4604.
12116
l'APERWORKS 166-1118.
tfn

Housing
}'OR RENT: EFflCIENCV apt Sl$0/month. Also
nice 3 or 4 bdrm apartment w/fir<piace S4SO/moilth,
water/sus both paid. 160$ Gold SE. 281·9832, 2663009. Monte Vista Real Estate.
11122
AFTER CIIRISTMAS ROOM lind Doard offered in
exchange ror transpottlng two childrrn. Saro, reliable
car necessary, 243·2635 aftcr6 pm.
12116
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For Sale
STEREO/TURNTABLE $150, Call for more info,
266·8931.
11/26
FOR SALE: KAZAMA Cross Country skis . .223 em,
poles included, $100 obo. Caii277-S696.
l l/27
IO·SPEED SCHWINN WORLD Sport. Big franie,
great shape. $90 obo, Kevin 298·2$42,
11/21
BEDS- DANISIJ - ST\'LE walnUt plalf<1rm
beds, One kingslz~. two twin. 28 J.l579 evenings,
11/25
COMPUTER SYSTEMS DEMO and trade-ins $500
and up. Terminals $200 and up. Printers $7~ and up.
Suntec Computers 1523 Eubank NE. Cannon Copier
$350.
1112$
A VALLEY OASIS. Re!llodeled !W<>-bdrm home on
'4 acre in .Rio Bravallsleta area. Wonderful new
kitchen w/microwave, garage, fully fenced
w/irrlgation rights lo J:roperty, Call Debra 266-4381
or Mark V 888·0500. $51,900.
1213
FANTASTIC UNM AREA home. Four/five/six
bdrms with remodeled kitchen plus new carpels, paint
and more. Also possible student rental. Call Tom
296·8199orMarkV8BB·O~OO.
1213
COTTON FUTONS, ZABUTONS, Zafus, Bright
Future Futon Co, 2424 Garfield, SE. 268·9738. 12/16
BUY SELL TRADE Good u~ed tires wheels custom
stock moun!lng spin balancing repairs. SPECIAL
DISCOUNT WITH UNM ID. World Wheels, 255.
6382; 3601 Central NE.
tfn

Autos
1974 EL CAMINO. EXCELLENT condition, SIOOO,
Hurryi842.:0381 1 277·641S,
11/22
1974 FIAT SPORT Coupe, 67000 .miles. Student
lransponatlon. $1800.256-1459.
11122
1971 PLVMOVTJI fURY. Body .lillie rqugh. ltuns
good. Sl300. 242·7102.
11/25
AUSTIN AMERICA - SPORT\' British car in
great condi!lon. 63,000 miles, $850. 243·1342. 11/25
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T.RADITIONAL ANDEAN MUSIC BY CUICANI

PACHAMAMA. 1909 lomas NW, Alb. /247·9669
Regular hours: Mon ·Sat 10 • 5:30 through Jan. 11

_________ ,,_-- _r

1

CHAR-BROILED
lAMB or BEEF

Any of Chelsea's 147
Drinks! ($1 Cover)

Unusual

CHELSEA lS YOt:R
PARTY PLACEI

_b_eiSta~

l/4 pound •
$1.50
1/.3 pound ••••• $2.00
•12 pound , • • • . • $2.50 ,

JOSEPH MASSAD
Arab Student Assoc:.

choice of toppings

on: f'ALESTINEIISRAEl CONFLICT
Wednesday, Nov. 20
12 Noon .18191iomo

. ·. · J1ub6

Covered

i&rstuurunt

Makers of Handmade
Indian Jewelry

• CORONADO CENTER •

BURGERS

Afro·Ameritan Sfudie•
Noon•Time Lectures
present<:

Wlr&flOn
bLDTOWN

DAILY LOBO
SPECIALS

.

Work-Study

COLLEGE TOURS, PURGETQRV, Dec. 6, 7, and
B. $99,296-1584.
11/21
X·MAS BREAK SKI -Steamboat, CO, $270 (115·
1111) includes transportation, accom, and lift tickets.
Call Student Travel277·2336.
12116
TAKING A TRIP? Advertise your trip, adventure or
ride needs In the Daily Lobo,
tfn

Lost&Found
LOST: WOMEN'S GOLD wedding band, Contact
Barbara 277-2230.
ll/26
KEYS; LARGE HAASS disk on ring with inscription
... Special Olympics. Pleas~ call277·3803, 2:30-5;00
M·F.
11/25
FOUND: LADIES LEATHER gloves near fountain
by library 11115. Identify and claim at 131 Marron
Hall,
11/20
SUNTRAN PASS PLUS found. R. Riddle pleiiSe
claim In 131 Marron Hall.
11/22
LOST: ENGAGEMENT RING. Reward offered if
fo~nd and returned. No questions asked! Is of sreal
sentlmemal value, Possibly lost in Ladies Room in
Northrope Hall. Contact Christine R. 2?!1·6195.11/22
I.OST NOVEMBER 8 IN Zimmerman Library
Ladies Restroom: TJ60 calculator. REWARD! II (H)
242·7438: (W)'76S·9337, Ron.
1213
IF vou~ LOST keys aren't here, Chris opei!S loc~s
and fits keys. Chri1's Indoor Store, ll9~ Harvard
SE, directly behind Natural Sound. 262·2107,
tfn
CLAIM YOUR LOST possessions at Campus Pollee
8:00a.m.to4:00 p.m. daily.
tfn

Miscellaneous
lilT AND RUN Sunday evening between 3:30 and
7:00 by Popejoy Hall, Witnesses pleast'call217·3go3,
2:30-S:OO M·F.
11125
DEAD OR AILING imponed cars wanted, Cash for
your Import, running or not. Scott 243·1366, 281·
2380.
11120
WANTED: DOWNHILL SKIS and poles for
beginner to rent for weeklong ski trip, Also boots size.
9 (womcns).Erlca 296-6391.
11/25
CHRISTMAS .AT KAUFMAN'S, We have the gifts:
knives, sweaters, books, kids' fatigues, more. Olft
ideas for the whole family. Kaufman's West, a reaiArmY•Navystore•. l660 Eubank NE, 293·2300. 11122
AFFORDABLE LEATHER JACKETS, SS0-$100.
Sorry sold out. More next week. Kaufman's West, a
real Army-Navy store, 1660 Eubank NE, 293·2300.
11/22
XEROX 820.11, KAYPRO II, Osborne, printers,
modems. Another Byte The Used Computer Store.
1911 Eubank NE, 292-8211,
11/27
Sl0.$360 WEEKLV/UP Mailing Circulars! No
quotas! Sincerely Interested rush self·addrmed
envelotx:: Success, PO Box 470CEG, Woodst.xk, IL
60098.

POSITION AVAILABLE AT RJDEPOOL. Oaln
valuable computer experience, public reilllions. Call
277·3422.
11122

ACROSS

~· and a lg. soft drink $2.25 e. 11 :oMs_,1

3

KIRTLANU AIR FORCE Ba.se seeks cooperative
education graduate students in Business or Public
Administration. Students must bt beginning
graduates, complete their maslers degree within 30
months; h11v.e a minimum of 3,0 gpa. Application is
for Spring '86. For further information and aP.
plication, contact Co!)perative Education, Student
Services Center Room 227,or cail277·6568.
11/26
CREATIVE PERSON WHO enjoys outspoken
poetry neede<l to help organize and edit ms for
publicaiion. No typing involved but empathy for
content needed. Pay by hour. 268·6642 daytime.
11/20
SALES PEOPLE NEEDED in Old Town shop. FuJI.
time/part-time. 842·8102.
11/26
NURSE NEEDS SITTER three eve's per week.
Salary negotiable. Ph. - 266-1746,
t 1120
KIRTLAND AIR FORCE Base seeks undergrad\late
students ill DCS, Math and Physicis. Must be highly
motivated; nave a minimum of 2.0 gpa; and a
minimum of 45 hours. Application Is for Spring 186.
For further information and. application, contact
Cooperative Education, Student Services Center
Room227, orcall277-6568.
11/26
WAITERS, WAITRESSES, COQK, prep .cooks,
dishwashers: experience prerd. Will train. Apply In
person. Lost Fisherman, Nob Hill Shopping Center.
Central and Carlisle.
11/22
WANTEI); PIANO PLAYER for Improvisational
'fheaue, Some PAY Involved - call243·8381.
11/20
NEED EXTRA MONEY7 Get exercise and make
money putting out Oyers on homes •. For more In·
formation call Margie 884·5706,4
11/21
MAKE MONEV, IJAVE fun. First·class live en•
tertainment night club nCIW hiring 20 dancers, eo~ktall
waitress. Full/part time, Now lntervlowlng IJ a.m.·lO
p.m. dally. 298·1868. 2294 Wyoming NEat Menaul.
11/30
OVERSEAS JOBS. SUMMER, yr, round. Europe,
s. America, Australia, Asia. All fields. $90().2000
mo. Sightseeing. Free info: write IJC, PO Box 52•
NMI, Corona DelMar, CA 92625.
11/22
NEW CLUB NEEDS at 11nce: dancers, cocktail
waitress, banender. F.ull or part lime. Apply 3 p.m.·9
p.m. dally In person. 831·2020. 2900 Coors NW,
Come in nowl.
11130

Travel

11/25

EYEGLASSES, WIIOLESALE TO the public.
Quality generic and designer eyewear at wholesale
prices. Sport frames and sunglasses. Dunedain
Opticians, 25$·2000. 118 Washington SE.
tfn

TODAY'S CROSSWORD PUZZLE
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I .

kitchen with dishwasher and disposal, recreation
room, swimming pool, TV room and laundry,Adult
couples, no pets. Open Sun!lays. 1520 University NE.
243·2#1.
tfn
fOR RENT: EFFICIENCV apartment, 1410 Girard
NE. $250/mo,, for one person, $270/mo. for 2
persons, all utilities paid, $175 security deposit. Fully
fuwlsbed, sec~rity locks and laundry facilities. No
children or pels. Plea.e call before 6:00 in the
evening, 266-8392,
tfn

FINANCIAL ANALYST, MUST be wprkstudy
qualified. Accounting M<l typing duties. 20 hours/Week. Can !<aY at277-3622.
11/20

ll:OOartt • 2:00pm
MON·fln
265·5262.

1 The best
5 Containers
10 Pant
14 Adherent
15 Believe
16 Vision: pref.
17 Terror
18 Epithets
19 Mimics
20 Medicines
22 Cossets
24 Suffer
25 Anklebone
27 Canning jars
29 Grainy
32 Attach
33 Garland
34 Stripped
36 Endures·
40 Taverns
42 Runner
44 Beverage
45 Petty officer
47 Domiciles
49 "-culpa"
50 Stake
52 Month
54 Marsupial
58 Saltpeter
59 Evergreen

60
62
65
67
69
70
71
72
73
74
75

Vehicle
Cunning
Decline
Smut
Great l-ake
Once more
Contract
Forfeit
Learning
Doings
French river

PREVIOUS
PUZZLE SOLVED

DOWN

1 US President

2 Spread
3 Banana
plants
4 Mldeasterner
5 Of foreign
officers
6 Wallaba tree
7 Dunce
8 Leg joints
9Shortpoem
10 Gazelle
11 Fruit
12 Navigate
13 Columns
21 Weapon
23 Spanket
261saac's

molher
28 Bound
29 Offhand
30 Nevada city
31 Scouting
mission:
colloq.
35 Villain
37 Hats
38 Corner
39 Excel
41 Navy vessels
43 Editors

46Aerie
48 Cain's kin
51 Distended
53 Simply
54 Rubbish
55 Instrument
56 Demand
57 Seine feeder
61 Rodents
63Jntormed
64 Hart
66Sheep
68Gumbo

